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ABSTRACT
Kratom (Mitragyna speciosa) is a tropical plant species that is indigenous
to Southeast Asia. The leaves of the kratom plant have traditionally been
consumed for the stimulant and opioid-like effects it can produce. In the
United States, kratom is gaining popularity as an herbal supplement, and a
natural alternative to traditional prescription opioids. Kratom is a controversial
substance in America as it is not currently regulated on a federal level in the
United states and can be legally obtained and used in many areas of the
country without a prescription. The Drug Enforcement Agency (DEA) has
listed kratom on a list of drugs of concern, but kratom has yet to be scheduled
under the Controlled Substances Act. On the state level, kratom laws are
constantly changing and vary greatly from state-to-state with some states
completely banning the substance and other states adopting legislation that
protects kratom consumers by regulating its manufacturing and sale. Most
states have no kratom laws and have ultimately left the decision up to the
federal government. There are even instances where local counties and cities
have abolished kratom in opposition to their own state laws. The majority of
readily available legal information on kratom is dispersed amongst individual
state government databases. Most of the consolidated legal information on
kratom can only be found on websites supported by pro-kratom lobbying
organizations which are inherently biased in their representation of the laws
in place. The purpose of this article is to provide a complete, current, and
unbiased review of federal, state, and local kratom laws in the United states
while exploring state and local rationales for such legal variance. This article
concludes by discussing possible implications of these differing laws on
legislators, consumers, and the healthcare providers moving forward.
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Kratom is the common name given to the leaves of a tropical evergreen
tree (Mitragyna speciosa) that is native to Southeast Asia [1]. The alkaloid
compounds mitragynine and 7-hydroxymitragynine give the leaves of
the kratom tree psychotropic and opioid-like properties, which has led
to kratom’s use as an alternative self-treatment for chronic pain, opioid
withdrawal, and anxiety [2]. Kratom is also used as a recreational drug by a
portion of users. These combined aspects make kratom a substance of both
considerable potential and controversy [3].
Countries in Southeast Asia have had a tumultuous relationship with kratom
for centuries. The Association of Southeast Asian Nations (ASEAN) made its
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sale, purchase, and consumption illegal in 2013 [4]. However,
enforcement of this ruling varies depending on the country. This
is evident in the fact that Indonesia and Vietnam are amongst
the largest suppliers of kratom in the world. Meanwhile, while
production in Thailand and Malaysia can result in a prison
sentence up to 4 years [5].
The United States seems to be following a similar pattern of legal
variance as kratom polices are markedly different throughout
the country. There are currently no federal regulations on the
production, sale, purchase, or use of kratom in the US after
failed attempts to schedule it under the Controlled Substances
Act (CSA).In 2017, a letter was sent from the Department of
Health and Human Services (HHS) to the Drug Enforcement
Agency (DEA) suggesting that kratom should be included as
a Schedule I controlled substance under the CSA. The letter
also included recommendations from the Food and Drug
Administration (FDA) and National Institute on Drug Abuse
(NIDA) in which both entities concluded that kratom should be
listed under Schedule I of the CSA [6]. However, kratom merely
remains classified as a Drug and Chemical of Concern which
only describes kratom as a substance of potential abuse and
danger by the DEA [7].
Despite the legal status of kratom federally, there are significant
differences across city, county, and state governments. While
some states have adopted policy to protect consumers by
regulating the production of the kratom supplements, other
states are banning kratom and scheduling kratom under the
CSA themselves. With that said, kratom is currently legal in
most states and a growing number of states are adopting policy
aimed at regulating the production of kratom supplements and
protecting consumers [8]. This is often attributed to lobbying
efforts by pro-kratom organizations that intend to maintain the
legal status of kratom in America.
The disparity in kratom legality across the US does not come
without consequence. The novelty of kratom in the US and
the Federal government’s stance on kratom has resulted
in disorganized rulings on kratom policy which provides
an unsound foundation for future legislation to be based
upon. It is apparent that more research needs to be done on
the pharmacological properties of kratom in order to draw
conclusions on its impact to medicine and public safety. The
dilemma is that federal, state, and local policies limit where
kratom research can be conducted. Yet policy makers can
benefit greatly from research data when deciding future action
to take regarding kratom. Any inability to conduct research
will inevitably have a negative impact on educating healthcare

professionals. This in turn can leave healthcare professionals
unprepared to advise patients about kratom use as an
alternative medication amidst the opioid crisis.
This article aims to provide a complete, current, and unbiased
review of all federal, state, and local kratom laws in the United
states while exploring the rationales for these laws. In addition,
this paper will examine the possible implications that can arise
from the current state of kratom policy in America.
1. Kratom on a National Level
Kratom (Mitragyna speciosa) has been used for centuries across
Southeastern Asia as a natural treatment for pain. The leaves of
a kratom tree are traditionally picked from the tree, dried, and
made into an herbal tea to achieve this pain mitigating effect. It is
also documented that farmers and other physical laborers chew
the leaves of the kratom tree as a means to boost energy levels
and relieve fatigue [9]. Allopathic medicine as a discipline holds
skepticism toward many herbal medicines based on varying
levels of evidence and a paucity of randomized controlled
trials for certain interventions. These views may explain why
kratom did not gain much attention in the United States from
government officials and healthcare workers alike. This status
of kratom has changed within the last decade as research now
shows that the leaves of kratom contain many psychoactive
compounds. Mitragynine and 7-hydroxymitraginie are the two
most well-researched compounds in kratom and they have
been shown to bind to opioid receptors in the central nervous
system [10]. Medications that bind to these opioid receptors
are aptly classified as opioids. Opioids include illegal drugs
such as heroin, very potent synthetic opioids (i.e. fentanyl),
and many pain relievers available legally by prescription, such
as oxycodone, hydrocodone, codeine, and morphine [11].
Additional biological effects of kratom remain largely unknown,
and more research needs to be done to fully elucidate all
chemical properties.
Under the Federal Food Drug and Cosmetic Act (FD&C Act),
the manufacture, sale, and marketing of kratom fall under
the purview of the FDA [12]. Seizure of kratom and other
substances considered adulterated or misbranded is warranted
under §334 of the FD&C Act. Large-scale seizures of kratom
shipments first began in September 2014, when the FDA
determined that kratom was being marketed as a dietary
supplement without undergoing the proper New Dietary
Ingredients (NDI) Notification Process as described in §413 of
the FD&C Act. Over 25,000 pounds of raw kratom, seized from
Rosefield Management, Inc. in Van Nuys, California, was worth
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an estimated $5 million [13,14]. Over 121,000 pounds of kratom
materials were seized by law enforcement between September
2014 to July 2016. Shortly after these seizures began, a report
from the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC)
cited a ten-fold increase in kratom-related calls to U.S. poison
centers from 2010-2015 [15].
In addition to oversight by the FDA, a variety of substances
fall under the jurisdiction of the US Drug Enforcement
Administration (DEA). In August 2016, the DEA announced its
intent to place mitragynine and 7-hydroxymitragynine under
Schedule I of the CSA, citing the increase in poison center calls
as justification for scheduling [16]. Substances in Schedule I
are deemed to have no accepted medical use in the US, have a
high potential for abuse, and are a threat to public safety. The
announcement to schedule kratom was met with protest from
both the public and Congress. Kratom advocacy groups, such
as the American Kratom Association (AKA), fronted petition
campaigns, which included a White House petition that received
over 140,000 signatures from individuals who reported using
kratom as a natural method to wean off of prescription opioid
addiction and/or cope with chronic pain [17]. Constituents
also enlisted the aid of their state representatives. Fifty-one
members of the US House of Representatives and 9 members
of the U. S. Senate sent letters to acting DEA administrator,
Chuck Rosenburg, asking the DEA to reconsider or at least delay
the ban on kratom products [18]. In October 2016, the DEA
revoked their announcement to schedule kratom and opened
an online forum for public comments. In October 2017, the US
Department of Health and Human Services (DHHS) sent a letter
to the new acting DEA administrator, Robert Patterson, urging
the DEA to reconsider making kratom a schedule I controlled
substance since there were no current medicinal uses for
kratom [6]. Kratom still remains on the DEA’s ‘Drugs of Concern’
list as a substance that poses risk to those who abuse it [7].
Despite present DEA disputes relating to potential scheduling
of kratom, the FDA continues to enforce current regulations
pertaining to kratom use in the US. In 2018, the FDA continued
to advise companies selling kratom to remove their products
from the market. The former commissioner of the FDA, Scott
Gottlieb, released a statement on the possibly dangerous
opioid-like properties of kratom, stating it should not be used
medicinally or recreationally [19]. This remains the official
stance FDA stance on kratom usage. In May 2019, the US House
of Representatives Committee on Appropriations issued Report
116-62 which included a request for the National Institute of
Health (NIH) to expand research requests that NIH expand
research on kratom and its constituent compound. The House

Committee stated they were ‘aware of the potential promising
results of kratom for acute and chronic pain patients who seek
safer alternatives to sometimes dangerously addictive and
potentially deadly prescription opioids [20].
Notwithstanding federal restrictions, some stakeholders seek
to facilitate patient access to kratom. Despite clear federal
regulations governing the manufacture, sale, and advertisement
of kratom, not all manufacturers comply with relevant law. As
a result, multiple manufacturers continue to sell kratom by
labeling it ‘not for human consumption.’ Many companies also
avoid making any health claims about their product [21].
In addition to federal law, several states have passed additional
laws regulating the manufacture, sale and use of kratom. These
laws are vastly different from state-to-state. The next section of
this article will discuss some of these differences and how states
came to these conclusions.
2. Kratom State and Local Levels
State laws on kratom manufacture, sale, and consumption
differ in the US to a degree that is largely unmatched in the
nation’s history. The most recent parallel one could make would
be the disparity in marijuana legislation that has occurred in
the US over the past decade. However, marijuana laws continue
to grow more homogenous and the same cannot be said with
regards to kratom.
Kratom is currently legal in 44 states and is banned in six states
(see Figure 1). This simple categorization fails to represent the
truly tumultuous status of kratom policy across these states.
For example, of the 44 kratom-legal states, six states (CA, CO, IL,
FL, NH, MS) have cities or counties where kratom is not legal to
possess, sell, or consume [22-27]. There are also eight kratomlegal states (HI, IL, MD, MI, MS, MO, NH, NJ) with pending
legislation that if passed would either ban kratom or schedule
it under the CSA [28-35]. Mississippi’s Senate Bill (SB) 2084 if
passed would make kratom a schedule I drug [32] Maryland
would also make kratom a schedule I drug if SB 147 passed
[30]. Michigan’s SB 0443 would classify kratom as a schedule II
drug [31]. Hawaii’s SB 3064 would classify kratom as a schedule
V drug if passed [28]. Illinois and Missouri seem particularly
conflicted as these states have competing legislation pending
that will either ban or regulate kratom use. Illinois HB 4681
introduced February 6 2020 aims to regulate kratom and
HB 5657 introduced February 14 2020 aims to ban kratom in
Illinois [28,36]. In Missouri, HB 2061 passed March 20, 2020. This
bill is essentially the KCPA and its passing has led to increased
regulation on the production and sale of kratom products in
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the state [37]. However, SB 765 introduced January 1, 2020 if
passed would supersede HB 2061 and make kratom a schedule
I controlled substance under the CSA [38].
In contrast to the states moving to ban kratom, five states (AZ,
GA, NV, UT, OK) have adopted legislation within the last three
years that regulates kratom production and ensures quality
control measures for consumers in their state [39-43]. The
legislation being adopted is known as the Kratom Consumer
Protection Act (KCPA). The act’s specific goal is to “ to regulate
the preparation, distribution, and sale of kratom products; to
prohibit the preparation, distribution, and sale of adulterated or
contaminated kratom products; to prescribe fines and penalties
and allow remedies; and to provide for the powers and duties
of certain state governmental officers and entities” [44]. The
KCPA is a piece of legislation that is lobbied by the American
Kratom Association (AKA). The AKA is a non-profit corporation
registered in Virginia that was launched in 2015. Their mission
statement is to support kratom consumers in both in America
and globally through education and advocacy of kratom’s

benefits as a natural alternative to prescription drugs and
maintain kratom supply through practicing sustainability and
environmental protection. The AKA is very politically active, and
their website states their intention to pass the KCPA in an as
many states as possible [45].
Oregon lawmakers proposed a particularly unique piece of
legislation on January 9, 2017 when SB 518 was introduced.
If passed, the bill would grant the Oregon State Board
of Pharmacy to conduct research studies for purpose of
determining whether kratom and its derivatives should be
scheduled as controlled substance. This bill was referred to a
senate subcommittee and no further action has been made on
the bill since 2017 [46]. However, Oregon HB 4013 introduced
on February 3, 2020 aimed at regulating kratom products in
the state and penalizing any unlawful preparation, distribution,
sale or offer for sale of kratom products with a $1250 fine and/
or 30 days imprisonment [47]. Table 1 summarizes the legal
status of kratom in all 50 states in addition to listing the states
with pending kratom legislation as of January 2020.

Figure 1: Kratom Legality Map 2020 (last updated October 2020).
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Table 1: United States kratom legality table categorizing states based upon having current or pending legislation to legalize or
ban kratom (last updated October 2020).

2.1 Rationales for State Law Disparity
As seen above, the variance in kratom legislation from stateto-state is astounding. The question that comes to mind when
studying this topic is why do the laws differ so much? State
and local jurisdictions seem to base their kratom policies on a
wide spectrum of reasons including reports of citizen fatality,
pro-kratom lobbying efforts, and increased federal pressure
on drug policy amidst the opioid crisis. For example, Alabama
chose to ban kratom sale, possession, and consumption in
2016 and cited their rampant issues with opioids as a reason
to ban kratom [48]. At the time of making kratom a schedule
I substance under the CSA , Alabama was the highest per
capita opioid prescribing state with a rate of 121 prescriptions
per 100 persons, which is equivalent to 1.2 prescriptions for
every man, woman and child [49]. In Arkansas, kratom was
also made a schedule I substance in 2016 following an annual
medical examiner report linking kratom to three citizen deaths
the year prior. Although legal in Colorado, kratom is banned
specifically in Denver following similar reports of death due to
kratom toxicity. It is important to note that multidrug ingestion
was implicated in the majority of reported cases and research
on kratom toxicity and mortality is currently very limited [50].

Indiana’s rationale for banning kratom in unique in that the
state banned kratom over 16 years ago after labeling the plant
a ‘synthetic drug.’ This labeling has been protested by kratom
advocates on the basis that kratom is actually not derived
synthetically, but the law was revised in 2014 when SB 305
made kratom a schedule I controlled substance without an
option for reform or repeal. Several states including Maine,
Kansas, Oregon, and Connecticut have attempted to ban
kratom within the past decade but failed to do so after public
objection from kratom consumers and lobbying groups such
as the AKA.
Another isolated incident that impacted the perception
of kratom in the eyes of lawmakers was a mass salmonella
outbreak in 2018 that was linked to contaminated kratom
products by the CDC. The CDC reports that 199 people infected
with the outbreak strains of Salmonella were reported from 41
states with 50 people requiring hospitalization. Fortunately,
there were no fatalities reported by the CDC. Six unique strains
of Salmonella were identified during testing and over 65
unique kratom products were confirmed to be contaminated.
The outbreak led many states to release public warnings
urging the public not to use kratom undoubtably affected
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the reputation of kratom as a safe alternative to prescription
medications. In response to the outbreak, the AKA released a
statement in February 2018 where they voiced their concern
about the CDC recommending that kratom should not be
consumed after their investigation. The AKA stressed that
kratom should be supported by federal and local agencies to
ensure quality control for consumers.

What are some possible implications and potential
consequences of kratom’s current legal status in America?
The disparity in US kratom laws has had a negative impact on
research, public awareness, and quality control, all of which
can potentiate possible dangers of kratom while limiting its
potential as a beneficial therapeutic. In this final section we will
discuss the effects of kratom legal disparity on the consumer
population, scientific community, and future legislators.

without a prescription [55,56]. There have even been reports
of kratom being adulterated with hydrocodone which is a
federally regulated opioid requiring a prescription for legal
consumption [57]. The final implication of kratom’s legal
disparity on consumers is that it has severely limited the
public’s awareness and understanding of what kratom is.
Without proper public understanding of kratom, consumers
may be more likely to use it with other psychotropic agents
such as prescription opioids or alcohol which can result in
potentially fatal synergism. There are no available studies that
have investigated consumer understanding of what kratom
is, but it can be postulated that some percentage of active
kratom consumers are unaware that kratom is an opioid.
Federal regulation of kratom would likely include appropriate
labeling of kratom products to warn consumers of possible
contraindications in an effort to reduce kratom-related
adverse events including fatality.

3.1 Implications for Consumers

3.1 Implications for the Scientific Community

Kratom consumers arguably suffer the most from the kratom
policy in place today. In states such as Florida, Mississippi,
Illinois, and Colorado, kratom sale and possession may be
completely legal in one town and could result in hefty fines
or possible jail time in the next town over. This is analogous
to alcohol sale and possession laws in many southern U.S.
states such as Arkansas and Mississippi where “dry” and
“wet” counties abut one another [53]. One could argue that
consumer awareness of kratom laws is less than that of
alcohol as kratom awareness in general is still relatively low.
Unintentional violations of local and state kratom laws have
resulted in arrests and these violations will likely continue to
occur with current kratom policies across the nation [54].

The degree to which kratom laws vary across the United States
have very profound implications on the scientific community.
Research that aims to further decipher the pharmacological
properties of kratom has been steadily advancing. However,
the overall progress of kratom research can be slowed when
potential researchers are limited to conducting experiments
in areas where kratom is legal. The prospects of synthesizing
a safer opioid therapeutic from kratom for the treatment of
chronic pain is also limited as the psychotropic compounds
in kratom have been made illegal in six states and many
other cities/counties across the nation. The 2019 U.S. House
of Representatives Committee on Appropriations request that
the NIH expand kratom research on has currently not yielded
an increase in kratom research publications [20]. This can be
attributed to several factors including the COVID-19 pandemic
which halted many new research initiatives in both academic
and private sectors.

3. Conclusions: Implications of Kratom Policy Disparity

The lack of federal kratom regulation also puts consumers at
an increased risk of becoming harmed from kratom product
consumption. Without quality assurance taking place by
a governing agency such as the FDA, kratom consumers
are at an increased risk for consuming contaminated and
even adulterated kratom products. The 2018 salmonella
outbreak discussed previously is one of the more recent
and substantial instances where a lack of quality control
measures led to serious adverse events for consumers
across the country. Kratom adulteration is a more insidious
prospect that can and has occurred due to a lack of federal
oversight. Several toxicology researchers have published
findings of kratom being adulterated with added amounts
of 7-hydroxymitragynine as well as phenethylamine which is
another “mood-boosting” compound available commercially

Additionally, healthcare professional’s education about kratom
is also limited and its possible that many healthcare providers
do not know how to advise their patients who consume
kratom. There is very little formal introduction to kratom in
many medical training programs. Healthcare professionals
training and working in kratom legal states may also be more
familiar with kratom when compared to states where kratom is
banned. This lack of kratom education could cause physicians
to prescribe medications that are contraindicated with kratom
use which can result in adverse events in patient populations.
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3.3 Implications for Future Legislators
The final topic of discussion for this article will be the possible
implications of current kratom legislation on future legislation.
As previously stated, kratom is currently legal in forty-four
states and is illegal in six states. Federal kratom regulation
seems less likely to occur as more states continue to propose
bans on kratom. It seems possible that the future legal status of
kratom will resemble that of marijuana in which it is federally
illegal, but legally regulated in many states.
Considering state laws, any future state decisions on
kratom policy will be predicated on the policy decisions
currently in place. This can be problematic in states that
have banned kratom and included verbiage in their
legislation that eliminates the possibility of reversing the
ban. If a potential therapeutic containing mitragynine
or 7-hydroxymitragynine were synthesized, these states
cannot adopt its use due to their unwavering bans of these
compounds. The idea of this occurring is not beyond the
realm of possibility as several schedule I substances including
methylenedioxymethamphetamine (MDMA) and psilocybin
are now being revisited for their potential therapeutic effects
on victims of PTSD and other mental disorders[58].
In conclusion, kratom is a plant with the possibility of helping
people alleviate physical and mental ailments, but still has the
potential to be dangerous like most therapeutics. The current
stratification between federal, state, and local kratom laws has
only yielded a muddled understanding of kratom which must
be remedied if we are to minimize the problems associated
with kratom in America today. Federal regulation of kratom
sale, distribution, and consumption would seem to be the
most appropriate change to kratom law in terms of ensuring
the safety of consumers across the nation, but these decisions
must be made after more research has been conducted and
after we gain a better understanding of kratom’s role in society
as a whole. Possible future directions of this research would
be to conduct a survey study that characterizes consumer’s
understanding of what kratom is in addition to studying the
consumer perspective on kratom policy and how it affects
their perceptions of kratom.
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